Kraus Automatisierungstechnik: Open Core Engineering as a means
to program control systems directly in LabVIEW

Efficient Implementation
of Testing Solutions
Kraus Automatisierungstechnik GmbH (KAT) is based in Haßfurt,
Germany, and offers tailored testing systems for life-span, fatigue, and
material tests. For the customization of the machines, the KAT experts
make use of the LabVIEW software solution. In the past, PLC motion
sequences and the logging of measurement data had to be programmed
separately. Now, Rexroth’s Open Core Engineering enables KAT to create
PLC processes directly in LabVIEW.

Tough application
Simple and efficient programming
of PLC and testing procedures in
LabVIEW.

Ingenious solution
Creation of machine processes directly
in LabVIEW by means of Open Core
Engineering with Open Core Interface.
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Instruments software solution LabVIEW. In the past, the testing machine’s PLC and the
measurement and testing applications had to be engineered separately. KAT therefore
pursued the realization of a more efficient solution for the test rig automation directly
via LabVIEW.
Increased efficiency with Open Core Engineering
Rexroth’s award-winning Open Core Engineering solution with Open Core Interface makes
it possible to seamlessly integrate all drive and control functionalities into the LabVIEW
environment. This helps to increase the efficiency and accelerates the implementation of
individually projected testing and measuring machines. A specific library, which can be
imported into LabVIEW, enables engineers to directly access the control functionalities of
IndraMotion MLC and IndraLogic XLC systems. It provides the LabVIEW programmer with
more than 550 virtual instruments in his familiar software environment. KAT now handles
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